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Protest rallies, corner meetings,
processions, strikes and often
street violence seem to be the

major outdoor activities in the state
these days while discussions, parleys and plots thicken in the
backstage. Times are turbulent. Leaders and followers of
various regions in the state are out on the street, agitating for
and against the bifurcation of Andhra Pradesh.
Though it is beyond any doubt that the July 30 decision of the
Congress Working Committee to carve out a separate
Telengana state will not be revoked, political parties in the
Seemandhra region are hoping against hopes and seem to have
resolved to fight till the end.
Yes, there are economical and emotional issues involved, the
major bone of contention being Hyderabad becoming
Telangana’s capital. While people of Telangana take it as a
matter of self pride, for millions of people belonging to
Seemandhra, it is sort of dispossession of world-class
educational, medical, business and employment opportunities
that they have been enjoying over the decades.
While the people of Telangana feel that Hyderabad is in the
middle of their territory and has always been part and parcel
of Telangana, Seemandhra people are apprehensive of the
herculean task of building a new capital.
There has been a vertical split in all major political parties on
regional lines and chaos prevails across the state.
Things will settle down, though it will take its time and toll,
let us hope but, the administration is in doldrums. Files are
piled up in the state Secretariat and ministers and other elected
representatives are in combat mode. Bureaucrats seem to be
on a vacation as there is no major decision being taken in the
corridors of power.
There is an almost anarchy-like situation. Unless something is
done immediately more damages are going to be done, that is
for sure. Is anyone listening?
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Yes, they are our policemen, the
guardians of law, often

ridiculed, passed judgment on, or
portrayed as inhuman. The fact is a
society sans policemen is
unimaginable.  

As personnel rendering duty for

the society, they are second to none
because they perform tasks that are
unparalleled. This is in spite of the
fact that their services go unnoticed
by the end beneficiaries, who range
from the common man, VIP, women
to just about every one of us on the
street.

Has anyone of us sat at a place in

solitude even for a second and tried
to ask and answer for ourselves one
fundamental question-Imagine a
society without the police!

The uniformed person is there in
front of us all the time. Yet, we refuse
to acknowledge his overbearing
presence. Despite being a larger-
than-life figure he remains

Some Heroes obvious many unsung, 
their lives and health, tempting fate 

Vulnerable in tasks for our civilization, 
few glories for their life's profession

SENTINELS
OF
SOCIETY

MARTYRS DAY
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perennially unsung. A scorching
summer, a chilly pitch-dark winter or
monsoon when it is raining cats and
dogs, they are out there manning
some street corner to ensure our
safety while we laze in the cozy
comforts of our drawing rooms.

When we tell our families ‘see
you tonight’ as we leave for work, we
mean it. When they tell their family
the same, the kin pray that they will.

Every day, police personnel make
incredible sacrifices both
professionally and personally
because peace demands the most
heroic labour and the most difficult
sacrifice. It demands greater heroism
than war.

They risk their lives every minute
to ensure peaceful coexistence. The
backbone of our internal security
against terror strikes will continue to
be the brave hearts from the Police
Department.

But, we have no concern for the
sacrifices they make. Call it inhuman
or barbaric but the fact remains that
we take them for granted.

October 21 is celebrated as Police
Martyrs’ Day in India. It is a day of
remembrance, paying homage from
the heart and appreciating the valour
they display in times of adversity and
all through the year.

It was on this day in 1959 that 10
Jawans of the Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) laid down their lives
defending Indian Territory from a
sudden attack by Chinese in Ladakh.

A police patrol team, headed by a
defiantly brave Deputy
Superintendent of Police Karam
Singh, was attacked by the enemy
forces at Hot Springs. Ten soldiers
were killed and several others taken
prisoners. The incident sent shock
waves throughout the country and it
virtually turned the course of our

future relationship with China.
Since then, October 21 is

poignantly observed as Police
Commemoration Day.

To commemorate the occasion,
The News is bringing out a special
issue titled 'The Fallen Heroes' in
honour of the police personnel killed
in the line of duty and all others who
continue to uphold our security and
ensure all-round safety.

In parting let us remember what
Mark Twain rightfully observed:
Every citizen ought to consider
himself as an unofficial policeman,
and keep an unsalaried watch over
the laws and their execution.

Thereby perhaps we will get to
understand and sincerely appreciate
what these honourable men and
women do without expecting any
rewards and getting a salary that
ranks among the lowest among
developing nations.

MARTYRS DAY
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Alarmed with the dissent brewing
in the Arab descendants in

Hyderabad, the Majlis-e-Ittehadul
Muslimeen (MIM) leaders appear to
have launched damage control
exercise.

It may be recalled a report
appeared in the magazine’s
September issue titled ‘Arab spring
sprouts in Hyderabad’, indicating a
political threat to MIM in the coming
elections.

Majority of the Arab descendants
are up in arms against MIM after a
young Arab, Ibrahim Yafai, who
allegedly attacked MIM leader
Akbaruddin Owaisi, died of gunshot
wounds.

The alleged attack on Akbaruddin
took place on April 30 at Barkas. One
of the alleged attackers Ibrahim Yafai
was killed when the gunman Jani
opened fire, while two others – Awad
and Abdullah Yafai - received bullet
wounds.

Subsequently, Ibrahim’s uncle
Mohammed Pahelwan and several
others were booked for conspiring
against Akbaruddin and allegedly
executing an attack with an intention
to eliminate the MIM leader.
However, the police did not take the
complaint serious filed by
Mohammed Pahelwan’s relatives
against Akbaruddin and another MIM

MLA Ahmed Balala and others.
Mohammed Pahelwan and his

expanded family, relatives and friends
believe they had been meted out with
serious injustice because of the MIM
and hence they are planning to vote
MIM candidates out of power in the
next elections, it was learnt.

Mohammed Pahelwan being very
influential among Arab descendants
in Hyderabad, the word spread like a
wildfire and a majority of the Arab
community is said to have decided to
vote against MIM candidates.

Soon after The News broke the
story, MIM leaders reportedly began

summoning select members of Arab
descendants and held series of
discussions in an apparent attempt to
win them over. The MIM leaders
have also allegedly tried to create a
rumour that Mohammed Pahelwan’s
family approached them for a truce.

However, sources close to
Mohammed Pahelwan’s family
denied the rumours and said they
would fight against MIM till their last
breath and the question of truce does
not arise. Now it has to be seen to
what extent the Arab descendants will
damage the prospects of MIM
candidates in the next elections.

Arab spring: MIM on
damage control exercise
Apparently startled by a report titled ‘Arab spring sprouts in
Hyderabad’ that appeared in these columns, the Majlis-e-

Ittehadul Muslimeen leaders are toiling day in and day out in
a damage control mission

POLITICAL PICTURE
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Time - 3:50 pm. Date - September
24. Place - Chanchalguda. Huge

crowd, assembled on the premises of
the Chanchalguda Central Prison,
went into a delirium as the gates
opened and their messiah made a
movie-like appearance – with folded
hands and a sullen smile. The
paparazzi and the media crew jostled
to get a better view of the moments
while members of the constabulary
struggled to ensure smooth way for
the demigod.

That was how the first act was
staged when YSR Congress supremo
and Kadapa MP YS Jaganmohan
Reddy came out of the penal
complex after 16 month-long-stay
behind the bars. His followers were
overjoyed and were seen dancing,
raising slogans, bursting crackers and
dancing as if the world has got a new
savior.

It took over five hours for the
tainted politician to reach home
travelling almost 14 kilometres as
thousands of his supporters were
reveling all the way and waiting to
catch a glimpse of their ultimate
icon. Several lower-rung leaders of
YSR Congress repeatedly used the
simile ‘purified pearl’ to term the
multi-crore scam accused after his
release from the jail following a
strictly conditional bail granted by a
special CBI court.

His party colleagues, followers
and family members including his

FULL OF SOUND
AND FURY
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mother Vijayalakshmi, sister
Sharmila, wife Bharati and uncle
Vivekananda Reddy spoke as if
Jagan has come out clean in the case
and has been acquitted by the court.
Such was euphoria created by them,
further glorified by the media. Hours
were used only to tell the story of
Jagan and reams of newsprints
carried stories of the overambitious
young politician.

Despite all the hullaballoo, the
fact remains that there is nothing to
cheer about at this stage, neither for
Jagan nor for his followers. Jagan
cannot leave the state capital and his
bail can be cancelled at any time. The
only good thing for him is he can

have the warmth of his hearth and the
taste of homemade food.

Political analysts and pundits
seem to be in a hurry to make
predictions, perhaps, unaware of
certain hard realities. Though he
could draw some random followers
from parts of Telangana, Jagan is
unwelcome in the region apparently
due to his strong United Andhra
stance.

Utter chaos prevail in Telugu
Desam Party (TDP) and its chieftain
N Chandrababu Naidu is busy crying
foul, alleging a ‘match fixing’ by the
grand old party. Naidu is not in a
state of hallucination, there is sure
more than what meets the eye. The

Congress has always been the jack of
all trades and its strategists are no
blockheads.  

It does not require an extra
sensory perception to understand the
facts. Jagan can have smooth sail in
politics and of course in business
only if he surrenders to the parent
party’s demands.

Just like the president of
Telangana Rashtra Samiti (TRS) K
Chandrasekhar Rao and his
followers, Jagan has also no way out
for survival – other than merge with
the Congress and enjoy the pieces of
cakes.

Jagan, be wise, take the carrot or
get spanked!

The News You Like | October, 2013 7
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A20-year-old girl from the old city
of Hyderabad, studying in a

private polytechnic college, hit the
headlines recently after she alleged
that the owner of the college canteen
had abducted and confined her in
different houses for a period of 17
months and assaulted her sexually and
physically.

Following her complaint, the
police arrested the 33-year-old
canteen owner Satya Prakash Singh
and sent him to prison in less than 24
hours and launched detailed
investigations into the allegations
made by the girl in her complaint.

Meanwhile, the leader of a local
political outfit - Majlis Bachao
Tehreek (MBT) – allegedly disclosed
the identity of the ‘victim’. Police
officials are contemplating action
against MBT leader Amzedulla Khan
for disclosing the identity of the

alleged rape victim to the entire world
by disseminating the personal details
such as her name and family details
apart from her photographs.

Meanwhile, police sources said
discrepancies were found in the
complaints given by the victim, her
mother and uncle on different
occasions since her disappearance to
the day of her re-surface.

The girl’s uncle M A Razzak on
April 5 last year lodged a complaint
with the Santoshnagar police stating
that the girl left home on April 3, 2012
without any permission from her
parents and did not return. She was
neither found at her relatives nor her
friends’ houses.

He also said in the complaint that
her family received a call from the girl
wherein she said she was going to
Bangalore and not to search for her.
The girl made the call from a mobile
phone with the number 9701209277.

Police sources said the

investigation into the missing
complaint lodged by Razzak ended
after the girl reportedly appeared
before the police along with Satya
Prakash Singh and told them that she
was a major and was living with the
canteen owner at her own will.

However, the story took a curious
twist after the girl’s mother
approached the Santoshnagar police
on September 5, 2013 along with the
missing girl and submitted an
additional complaint accusing Satya
Prakash Singh of kidnapping, illegal
confinement and sexually assaulting
her daughter since April 2012.

The woman said in the additional
complaint that her daughter was
kidnapped by Satya Prakash from
Moinbagh on April 3, 2012 and
demanded her to marry him. When
her daughter refused, Satya Prakash
sexually assaulted her, harassed her
physically and mentally threatening
her with killing her family members.

The case of a girl from the old city, who had been allegedly raped and kept as a sex slave
for over 17 months by a canteen owner, turns out to be a hard nut to crack for the cops,

with the victim, her mother and her uncle making contradictory statements

SOUR LOVE
OR  SEXUAL

ASSAULT?

FACT FILE
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The woman further said that the
accused changed three houses before
her daughter escaped from his
clutches. Based on the complaint,
police altered the sections of law from
missing to kidnap, illegal
confinement, physical and mental
harassment, criminal intimidation and
sexual assault and quickly arrested the
accused.

Even as the accused was sent to
prison and later taken into police
custody for questioning, two political
parties tried to get mileage and disturb
the peace alleging slackness on the
part of police in tracing the missing
girl which according to the two
political parties led to the heinous
crime against the girl.

However, nine days later, on
September 14, 2013, the alleged rape
victim herself gave a complaint to the
Santoshnagar police, which was
treated as yet another additional
complaint and attended to by the
investigators.

Interestingly, contradictions were
found in the statement recorded by the
police and the additional complaint
given by the girl with respect to the
place from where she was kidnapped.

While her uncle had said in his
complaint that the girl left home on
April 3, 2012 without informing her
parents and did not return, her mother
said she was kidnapped when she was
home.

The girl also said in her statement
recorded by the police that Satya
Prakash called him over phone and
asked her to come out of her house
and then forcibly whisked her away in
a car. However, in her additional
complaint given on April 14, the girl
said she went to the canteen on the
day since she was not feeling well
while attending classes and wanted to
have some juice. She fell unconscious
after having the juice and later she
found herself in a dark room with her
clothes torn, the girl said in the
complaint.

The girl also said in her complaint
that three police constables had come
to see Satya Prakash and passed lewd
comments besides trying to outrage
her modesty while she was confined
in an apartment. She further alleged
that the family of the accused knew
about her kidnap and his brother, who
is an advocate, had even tried to
sexually assault her.

On the other hand, according to
the confession statement recorded by
the police, Satya Prakash took the girl
on a motor cycle when she was home
and initially kept her in a hotel for one
day before shifting her to an
independent house in Meerpet.

Further, police find it
unconvincing that the girl did not get
enough opportunity to inform her
plight when she was left alone at the
hideout or when she was taken to a
hospital for an abortion.

Since the victim and her family
members have been giving
unconvincing and conflicting versions
of the incident, police have decided to
investigate thoroughly as to what
happened in the 17 months since April
3, 2012 to find out the truth.

The investigators have also sent to
their higher-ups copies of CDs and
documents which show MBT leader
Amzedulla Khan had violated the
Supreme Court guidelines with
respect to the disclosure of the identity
of the alleged rape victim to the
outside world.

Sources said legal opinion has
been sought on the nature of action to
be initiated against the MBT leader.

The documents show discrepancies in the versions given by the alleged victim, her uncle and mother
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It was scripted perfectly to make itlook like any ordinary murder for
gain. But once the cops began the
investigation, skeletons started
tumbling out of the closet. Soon, it
turned out to be a meticulously
planned murder due to strained
marriage and a murky extramarital
love.

It all started when a software
engineer N Sowjanya, 24, working
with Accenture, Bengaluru, reported
a sensational murder for gain on
September 14 at Hayathnagar police
station. In her complaint, Sowjanya
said she and her husband
Venkateshwar Rao were waylaid by
three unidentified youths while
returning home after having darshan
of Sanghi Temple on the fateful
evening.  

She said when they reached near
Gandicehruvu road at about 7.30 pm.,
the assailants, speaking Telugu and
wearing masks attacked them with
knives. They slit the throat of
Venkateswar Rao, she said, adding
that the murderers fled the scene
snatching her managalsutra and cell
phone after inflicting serious injuries
on her. Her husband died on the spot.  

Sowjanya said she managed to
come to the main road and with great
difficulty with the help of passersby,
got admitted in the hospital. A case
was registered under Section 302,
382, 307 IPC.

The Special Operations Team
(SOT), Cyberabad, swung into action

and started probing the case. Within
days the cops unravelled the mystery
behind the murder and three persons
including Sowjanya herself, her lover
Jaideep Deshi and friend  Swamy Raj
Kumar were arrested and a knife,
gold chain and vehicles were
recovered.   

During the investigations, the
police found that Sowjanya was in
love with her classmate Jaideep while
she was doing her BSc
Biotechnology from 2008 to 2010 at
Navachaitanya degree college,

Narayanaguda. After graduation both
had joined a coaching centre at
Himayathnagar and appeared for
Civil Services examinations
unsuccessfully in 2011. Later, they
both worked in Neon technologies at
Tarnaka and Innovent technology,
Begumpet, Hyderabad as software
employees up to 2012.

Later, both got selected in
Accenture in Bengaluru as developers
and they were residing in separate
hostels.  They were in fact planning
to get married and live together. But

THE TREACHEROUS
YOUNG TECHIE

A man was murdered in cold blood and his wife
seriously injured in a daredevil robbery. Her gold chain
and cell phone were snatched away. In what looked
like a normal murder for gain in the beginning, the case
took a curious  turn during the probe, and the injured
wife herself turned to be the brain behind the murder

FACT FILE
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as fate has it, the unexpected
happened in Sowjanya’s life. To her
utter dismay, her elder sister Swetha
eloped with her lover just three days
before her marriage. It turned things
upside down.  

In order to keep the family
honour, Sowjanya’s parents forced
her to marry Venkateswar Rao who
was supposed to marry her sister.
Vekateswar, a resident of Mirjalguda
was a diesel mechanic in APRTC
Picket depot.

Sowjanya reluctantly agreed for
the marriage and the wedding was
performed at the same muhurat. Soon
after marriage Sowjanya realized her
mismatch and continued her
friendship with Jaideep in Bengaluru.

Finally she decided to eliminate her
husband as she could not lead happy
life with Jaideep and convinced him
for the same.

According to their plan, Sowjanya
and Jaideep left Bengaluru on
September 13 and reached
Hyderabad the next day. Sowjanya
coaxed her husband to take her to
Sanghi Temple the same day evening.
Meanwhile, Jaideep and his friend
Raj Kumar made their plans ready.  

After darshan, on their return,
Sowjanya intentionally diverted
Venkateswar Rao to internal road
leading into open yard near to
Gandicheruvu village pretending for
attending the nature’s call. When
Venkateswar Rao stopped the bike,

Jaideep and Raj Kumar, who were
following the duo, attacked him with
knife. Jaideep cut the throat of the
victim while Sowjanya caught his
legs and Rajkumar his hands. As
stage managed, Raj Kumar and
Jaideep took away Sowjanya’s cell
phone and her gold chain and
vanished from the scene on the same
bike.

Special Operations Team headed
by K Govardhan Reddy, OSD,
Cyberabad, comprised of Inspectors
Ch Kushalkar and K Chandra Sekhar,
SIs K Ramesh and G Nagaraju, HCs
Srinivasa Rao, Gnaneshwar Goud
and PCs Srikanth and Anand worked
overtime and caught all the three
accused. 
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There was loud cheering outside the District Court,
Saket in the national capital where hundreds of

people had gathered since noon on the day of the
judgment after the verdict was announced.

All the four accused in the brutal gang rape of a
paramedic in a moving bus on December 16 in New
Delhi and her subsequent death were awarded capital
punishment by the district court.  The fast-track court
sentenced them to death, calling it one of the ‘rarest of
rare cases’.

The four men - Mukesh (26), Pawan Gupta (19),
Vinay Sharma (20) and Akshay Thakur (28)- were
convicted on September 13 in the case that shook the
nation and made world headlines.

While delivering the judgment, additional sessions
judge Yogesh Khanna said the case had ‘shocked the
collective conscience of the nation’. He said "society has
no tolerance for such crime" and the court "cannot turn a
blind eye to such gruesome crime."

All the four accused in the case were found guilty on
13 counts, including murder, gang rape and dacoity.

The 23-year-old woman was brutally gang raped on
a moving bus by six people, including a juvenile. The
accused then threw her and her male companion out of
the vehicle -- without clothes -- on the cold December
night. The woman died of her grave intestinal injuries
Dec 29 at Singapore's Mount Elizabeth Hospital.

One of the six accused was found dead in a cell in
Delhi's Tihar Jail while a juvenile involved in the crime
was sent by the Juvenile Justice Board to a reform home
for three years, the maximum under the juvenile law.

Rapists
to hang
In a historic verdict, a Delhi court
sentenced the four accused in the
December 16 Delhi gang-rape case to
death, a judgment that was welcomed by
people across the country

Gruesome crimes against women have become rampant
and courts cannot turn a blind eye to the need to send a
strong deterrent message to the perpetrators of such
crimes.
The increasing trend of crimes against women can be
arrested only once the society realises that there will be
no tolerance for any form of deviance against women.
In extreme cases of brutality such as the present one the
criminal justice system must instil confidence in the
minds of people, especially women.
The crime of such nature against a helpless woman, per
se, requires exemplary punishment.
The gravity of the incident depicts the hair raising beastly
and unparalleled behaviour.
The subjecting of the woman to inhuman acts of torture
before her death had not only shocked the collective
conscience but calls for the withdrawal of the protective
arm of the community around the convicts.
This ghastly act of the convicts definitely fits this case in
the bracket of rarest of rare cases.
The court has to look into the factors like the society's
abhorrence, extreme indignation and antipathy to certain
types of cases, like the case in hand - of gang rape with
brutal murder of a helpless woman.
Convicts' unprovoked crime demonstrated exceptional
depravity of mind. Various bite marks were observed on
her body parts, (these) show their beastly behaviour.

THE JUDGMENT

COPS & CROOKS



In a barefaced white collar robbery, some local cable
operators are swindling crores of rupees of public money in

the name of cable television channels in connivance with
corrupt I&PR officials making a mockery of the system
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MOHSIN BIN HUSSAIN AL - KASARY

While the entire world is
witnessing television
onslaught in mass media

market, the twin cities are creating
history of sorts, by innumerable
channels set up illegally, fleecing
crores of rupees of public money and
fanning communal hatred in
sensitive areas of the old city.  

There are scores of cable TV
channels covering certain localities
in the city and some channels often
using the means to spread hatred
among different communities in the
city. Now the shocker: most of these
channels are being illegally operated
and authorities are conveniently
closing their eyes for reasons best
known to them.  

In what looks like massive public
loot, several local cable operators in
and around Hyderabad are
broadcasting news and entertainment

programmes illegally in the garb of
cable TV channels and they have
been receiving government
patronage in the form of
advertisements, thanks to the corrupt
officials in the Information and
Public Relations (I&PR)
Department.

It is due to this reason that cable
TV channels are mushrooming in the
state capital. Take the alphabets A to
Z or numbers 1 to 100. You will find
many television channels named
after these alphabets or numbers,
operating in and around Hyderabad,
thanks to the indifferent licensing
and regulatory authorities.

Incredible it may sound, but you
too can start a television channel with
just Rs 500. All you have to do is to
go to the post office and register
yourself as a Local Cable Operator
(LCO) by paying a fee of Rs 500.
And there is no one to stop you from
running a cable TV channel illegally.

You can talk to a cable network

service provider to broadcast your
programmes because they will not
ask you for a broadcasting license
from the Department of Information
and Broadcasting, though it is
mandatory to run a television
channel.

Then there are corrupt officials in
the Information & Public Relations
(I&PR) Department in the state
government, who extend all help to
the LCOs, needed to broadcast at
their will.

The I&PR officials generously
approve and release government
advertisements to the unlicensed
broadcasters at a commission of up
to 50 per cent thereby resorting to
gross corruption and misuse of public
money.

Documents available with The
News, collected through Right To
Information Act, show the illegal acts
of the LCOs and the corrupt I&PR
officials.

The documents show that I&PR

COVER STORY
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officials are blatantly indifferent in
implementing the rules and
protecting public money. Instead,
they happily come forward and help
the LCOs when they see the prospect
of making extra bucks.

This is the reason why officials of
I&PR approved the empanelment
application of 4tv for release of
government advertisements even
before they submitted an application
seeking LCO license.

While the empanelment
application seeking government
advertisements was approved on
February 21, 2012, the 4tv promoters
applied for local cable  operator
license only on April 12, 2012 –
almost two months after the
empanelment with the I&PR
department.

Yet, the I&PR officials approved
rate card for 4tv and released
government advertisements though
the television channel did not secure
a broadcasting license.

What is more interesting is that
even the officials of the Department
of Posts appear to have been
influenced by 4tv promoters. It is due
to this reason the department of posts
issued LCO license for 4tv for a
period of five years from 2012 to
2016 though the rules stipulate that
the license can be given only for a
period of one year and is renewable
every 12 months.

Further, the LCO license was
issued the same day of submission of
application. Though there are
discrepancies with respect to the
house number mentioned in the
documents, the postal officials
claimed the verification has been
done properly and a local cable
operator license was issued.

Sources say undue favour for 4tv
was extended because it is owned by
six people including Jaffar Bin
Abdullah and MIM corporator
Mohsin Bin Abdullah. Incidentally,
Jaffar and Mohsin are the brothers of

MIM MLA Ahmed Balala,
representing Malakpet Constituency
in the state assembly.

Same is the case with Urdu TV,
Ruby News & Entertainment
Channel, Ruby Digi Cable, MQ TV
and numerous other small time
channels operating from their tiny
rooms and raking in the moolah.

Almost all these so-called cable
TV channels broadcast their
programmes or boast of broadcasting
their programmes based only on the
LCO license taken from the
Department of Posts, but not from the
Information and Broadcasting
Ministry, as required under the Indian
law for broadcasting either news or
entertainment programmes.

According to information
collected under the RTI Act, the
department of posts is not permitted
to give license for establishing the
local cable television channel, but is
authorized to grant license to local
cable operator only.
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One has to make an application to
the Ministry of I&B along with a fee
of Rs 1 crore and furnish a bank
guarantee of Rs 2 crore to secure
broadcasting license. Neither the
service providers such as Hathway
nor the officials of I&PR should treat
the local cable operators as
broadcasters. It is illegal for the
service providers to beam the
programmes of these LCOs. But the
service providers collect money from
the LCOs and beam their
programmes since the regulating
authorities look the other way.

Some of these channels are also
engaged in broadcasting provocative
speeches triggering communal
tensions. The Cable Television
Networks (Regulation) Act, 1995
authorises District Magistrate, Sub-
divisional Magistrate and the

Commissioner of Police to initiate
action against those who violate the
provisions of the Act.

Whoever contravenes any
provisions of this Act shall be
punishable with imprisonment for a
term which may extend to two years
or with fine which may extend to Rs
1,000 or with both for the first
offense. For every subsequent
offense, the Act prescribes
imprisonment for a term which may
extend to five years and fine which
may extend to Rs 5,000. 

The LCOs are brazenly violating
the provisions of this Act
continuously but the authorised
officers are least bothered about the
violations. Written complaints given
to the district collector and the police
commissioner in this regard were
conveniently ignored, sources said.

Even the officials of I&PR, who
are supposed to be thoroughly aware
of the provisions, have stooped to
such a low that they have issued
accreditation cards for the employees
of these LCOs without verifying the
documents.

The I&PR officials simply
ignored to verify whether the so-
called cable TV channels have
permission from the Ministry of I&B
and Labour Department, before
issuing accreditation cards.

It is time the Commissioner of
I&PR, M Dana Kishore, initiate stern
action against all those employees of
his department who have issued
accreditation cards and also released
government advertisements worth
crores of rupees to several LCOs
though they do not have broadcast
license.

1. Empannelment application approved  by I&PR on 21-2-2012
2. Local Cable Operator (LCO) lisence granted by postal department on 12-4-2012
3. RTI document shows department of posts can not issue Cable TV channel lisence 
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Hyderabad’s young and
enterprising women seem to

have resolved to move forward and to
bring in a drastic change in the
country’s socio-cultural scenario.
They have already proved that
women are the biggest gainers in
every sphere of life.

An interactive session organised
by FICCI Ladies’ Organisation (FLO)

last month in Hyderabad had
witnessed experts discussing
vigorously about the empowerment
of women.  An acclaimed market
strategist and consumer behaviour
expert Rama Bijapurkar, addressing
the session ‘Women, Consumerism
and Social Change’ spoke at length
about the scope of Indian women in
the changing world.

According to her, women are the
biggest gainers in addition to the

educated and the rich as a result of
liberalization. The power distance
between women and the society was
decreasing, she said and added that
the number of years of education of
women was going up and the legal
framework was empowering.

“Women are past the point of no
return in terms of marching forward
and represent a huge amount of social
and cultural change,” she said. Rama
is one of India’s most respected

New women
‘culture class’

Hundreds of women entrepreneurs in the city came together to discuss about the many
vital roles played by new age women who bring in a distinct new culture class
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thought leader on market strategy and
consumer economy. She is currently
busy penning a book “A Never before
World”. “The rural and urban divide
has blurred, vanished. With good road
connectivity it has become one land
mass. Consumerism and technology
have liberated us a great deal,” she
opined. About hundred women
businesspersons and entrepreneurs of
FLO gathered at the session. “It is
pretty clear that growing national
income and increasing association
and influence with the western world
have not altered the essential structure
of People in India. We are not
becoming a more homogeneous,
well-fused community, easy to
identify with a single label or

description; we remain a confluence
of several different societies and
cultures,” she said. “It’s like many
smaller Indias. Increasing wealth  —
leading to a consumer-respectful and
consumer-led society — as well as
increasing access to innovative
technology are not working to blur
our differences. It is rather enabling
us to express our diversity of thought
and behaviour more thoroughly than
before,” Rama said.

“Over the last two decades,
several new ‘culture classes’ have
emerged and older ones have
morphed to define themselves
through new customs, values, or new
degrees of tolerances. The modern
young upper class women are a

distinct new culture class — at home
in mini-skirts and in sari and blouse
ensembles that sizzle. She dresses
like she could be anywhere in the
world, in business suits or in jeans,
serving food that embraces all
cuisines; she shops at supermarkets
and malls for her regular stuff,
patronises international and Indian
brands, but will go to local markets
for entertainment shopping. This is
opposite of what some other culture
classes would do. She thinks of
herself and her children as global
citizens today,” said Rama.

The session was organised to help
FLO member get insights into the
changes in the consumer markets in
India.

Jyotsna Angara, FICCI Ladies Organisation -
Hyderabad Chapter Chairperson

Rama Bijapurkar, Market Strategy and
Consumer Economy Expert

WOMEN POWER



Miss
America
with Indian
blood
The crowning of Nina Davuluri, an Indian
American, as Miss America attracted some
racist comments. Her accomplishment has
put the Indian American community into the
spotlight. The beauty queen is strongly
attached to Vijayawada, where she spent
two years as a baby girl

THE NEWS BUREAU

And yet another Indian girl, this
time a Telugu one, has

skyrocketed to international fame
with her crowning as Miss America
and the following hate tweets by
racists and counter tweets from
across the globe.  

All eyes are now on Indian
Americans, a force to reckon within
the States. Miss America Nina
Davuluri deserves all the credit of
putting the spotlight firmly on the
Indian American community after

she became the first woman of Indian
descent to win the coveted title.

Apparently, the beauty queen's
ethnic heritage attracted contempt of
racists- some even called her an
‘Arab’ and some others ‘a terrorist’.
However, Washington think tank -
Pew Research Centre - took note of
the community's growing influence.
According to its estimate, the Indian
American community, now
numbering more than three million,
has notably high rates of education.

According to a community
survey, seven-in-ten Indian

Americans aged 25 and older, of 70
percent, have a college degree,
compared to the 28 percent of the
general population.

According to reports, the survey
of Asian Americans conducted in
2012 also found that that a few
Indian Americans (10 percent) said
discrimination against their
community was a major problem.
Nearly half (48 percent) see
discrimination as a minor problem,
while 38 percent say it is not a
problem at all.

“Indian-American women are
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Born on April 20, 1989, in
Syracuse, New York, Nina

Davuluri moved to Oklahoma at the
age of four and later to St. Joseph,
Michigan. She attended college at
the University of Michigan. Along
with her family, she moved back to
the Syracuse suburb of Fayetteville
in the mid-2000s, where her father
is a gynecologist affiliated with St.
Joseph's Hospital.

Nina was named Miss New
York 2013, subsequently winning
Miss America 2014. She is the first
Indian American to be chosen as
Miss America.

Davuluri, very much a Telugu
girl born to mother Sheila Ranjani,
a software engineer and father
Davuluri Koteshwara Choudhary,
both hailed originally from
Vijayawada.

In 1981, they left for Missouri
(United States), where her father
worked as a gynecologist. Her

maternal aunt and uncle in India are
also doctors and run a nursing
home, while her father’s siblings are
doctors in the United States.
Following the family trend, she
wishes to become a cardiologist. To

honor her Indian roots, she became
a trained Kuchipudi and
Bharatanatyam dancer during her
yearly visits to India. Davuluri has
learned to play piano as well and
she regularly watches Telugu films
to stay connected with India.

Davuluri attended the
University of Michigan and has
won several scholastic honors
including the Dean's List, Michigan
Merit Award, and National Honor
Society Award. She graduated with
a degree in Brain Behavior and
Cognitive Science. In 2006 she
placed Runner-up for Miss Teen
America. She prepared herself a
whole year for the Miss America
competition. According to her
grandmother Koteswaramma
support came from her mother.
Most importantly she has strong
attachment to India and the city of
Vijayawada where she spent two
years as a baby girl.

Who is Nina?

going mainstream from Monday
Night Football to Pepsi's CEO. And
now, Miss America herself, Nina
Davuluri,” Florida's FOX 13 was
quoted as saying by western media.

Noting that the 2014
International Indian Film Academy
Awards event in Tampa “promises to
draw in at least 30,000 Indians and
$50 million into the local economy,”
it said “that's plenty of reason to
celebrate what Indian culture is doing
here at home and on the national
stage.”

According to an agency report,
Roxanne Jones, a founding editor of
ESPN, penned a letter on CNN to
‘Dear Miss America’ thanking her
‘for reminding us what classic
American beauty looks like today.’

“For the rest of America - in case
any of you have been sleeping for,
say, the past two decades, or clinging
to out-of-touch fashion magazines -
here's an alert: Beauty is Serena

Williams and Michelle Obama.
Beauty is Angelina Jolie and Marissa
Mayer,” Jones reportedly wrote,
adding, “And yes, beauty is Nina
Davuluri, Miss America 2014.”
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KHAJA SHAFIUDDIN

Sarvasreshta Tripathi,
Superintendent of Adilabad police,

who hit the headlines earlier this year
with the arrest of Majlis-e-Ittehadul
Muslimeen (MIM) leader Akbaruddin
Owaisi in connection with a hate

speech, is confident as ‘his unit is
ready to face any eventuality as it
comes.’ 

In a freewheeling chat with The
News, Tripathi shared his experiences
and the most satisfying jobs he had
done. He said the situation was
challenging when he assumed charge
over a year ago with law and order
disturbances due to various reasons.
“However, the situation has been
brought under control and the district
police unit is now ready to face any
eventuality,” the SP said.

Asked about the Maoist cadres
who try time and again to prove their

existence in the district, the SP said it
was due to illiteracy, availability of
shelter and food in the remote and
forest areas. Further, geographically
Adilabad is on the border with
Maharashtra which helps the outlaws
in giving slip to the local police. 

“However, we have been able to

keep the Maoists away from the state
borders with the help of intelligence
inputs,” Tripathi said. Referring to
Akbaruddin case, the SP said they
ensured transparency in the
investigations and actions with the
help of intelligence inputs. He opined
that media gave a lot of hype for the
case.

Asked about using his influence
for helping the needy that gave him
immense satisfaction, Tripathi said he
felt very happy when he could arrange
bus service to the remote area of
Jodeghat, the birthplace of Komaram
Bheem. “I saw the people of Jodeghat

facing severe hardships due to lack of
bus facility. I spoke to the officials
concerned and arranged a regular bus
which is now being operated by the
APSRTC,” the SP said. He also said a
medical camp was organized at Bejjur
in which over 25,000 people got
benefitted.

Referring to the ACB cases against
several police officials, Tripathi said
the ACB was another wing of the
police department and its traps kept the
law and order police on the right path. 

Asked whether he discusses
official issues with his Joint Collector
wife Sujata Sharma at home, he said
certain topics invariably came for
discussion when land issues were
involved.

Signing off the chat, Tripathi said
Adilabad was a beautiful place to work
and one should work at least ones in
his or her life in the district.

A brave cop tothe core
Unfazed by umpteen challenges, Adilabad SP Sarvasreshta
Tripathi in on a mission to purge the district of anti-social
elements and keep the law and order in place, while
working for the welfare of the masses

Sarvasreshta Tripathi with his wife Sujatha Sharma
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In what is believed to generatemillions of employment
opportunities both directly and
indirectly, the Cabinet Committee on
Economic Affairs approved the
setting up of Information Technology
Investment Region (ITIR) near
Hyderabad at an investment of around
`2.19 lakh crore.

According to official sources, the
ministries of road transport and
highways, urban development and
railways will initiate a detailed
feasibility study of the project. Out of
the total investment, IT and
Information Technology Enabled
Services (ITeS) sectors will attract
investments of `1.18 lakh crore and
the Electronic Hardware
Manufacturing (EHM) sector `1.01
lakh crore.

Officials said the major
investment would be through public-

private partnerships model. The ITIR
is expected to generate direct
employment of 14.8 lakh and indirect
employment of another 55.9 lakh.

An area of 202 square km has
already been delineated by the Andhra
Pradesh government for the ITIR in
three clusters - Cyberabad
Development Area (CDA) and its
surroundings, Hyderabad Airport
Development Area (HADA) and
Maheshwaram in the south of
Hyderabad, and Uppal and Pocharam
areas in eastern Hyderabad, a senior
official told The News.

According to reports, the ITIR
will be implemented in two phases.
Phase-I will span from 2013 to 2018
and phase-II from 2018 to 2038. ITIR
is envisaged as self contained
integrated knowledge cluster
dedicated to establishment and growth
of IT, ITES, and EHM units. It will be
a combination of production units,
public utilities, logistic, environmental

protection mechanism, residential
areas and administrative services.

ITIR will include Special
Economic Zones (SEZs), industrial
parks, free trade zones, warehousing
zones, export oriented units, growth
centres, existing settlements/
industries and estates/services.

The project is expected to generate
direct revenues of `3,10,849 crore.
The IT investment potential is
`2,19,440 crore and IT exports
`2,35,000 crore. The state's tax
revenues will increase by `30,170
crore, said a source.

The estimated cost of external
infrastructure will be `4,863 crore. It
includes provision of Metro Rail
connectivity, setting up of power sub
stations, widening of national
highways and radial roads of Outer
Ring Road (ORR) upto the periphery
of ITIR clusters. The state has sought
financial help from the central
government for the same.

WIDeNINg CybeR HoRIzoN
In what comes as a great boost to the state capital which has been undergoing a lot of turmoil of

late, the Centre has decided to set up an IT investment region at a cost of `2.19 lakh crore that
will generate direct employment of 14.8 lakh and indirect employment of another 55.9 lakh

CYBER WORLD
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The ‘hundred years of Indian cinema’
celebrated with much pomp and show
came as a disgrace for many
personalities from the Telugu film
industry, the second largest in the
country.

President Pranab Mukherjee who

presided over the four-day event that
began on September 21 organized by
the Tamil Nadu government and the
South Indian Film Chamber of
Commerce honored 41 legends of
Indian cinema.

However, Telugu producer
Katragadda Murari called the
centenary celebrations a "disgrace"

for the Telugu film industry as several
veterans were not invited and those
who attended were not given due
respect. Telugu actor-filmmaker R
Narayana Murthy left the function
midway.

Murali told reporters that he was
surprised that several industry
veterans from Chennai were not even

LETDOWN FOR 
T’WOOD  VETERANS
Several senior Tollywood actors felt humiliated as they were sidelined in the
recently concluded ‘100 years of Indian Cinema’ celebrations in Chennai
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invited for the event. “Artistes such as
Vennelakanti Rajeshwara Prasad and
Bhuvanchandra were among those
who were not invited. I was told I
would be invited but nobody
contacted me and therefore I decided
not to go. It's a disgrace to our
industry,” Murari said.

According to Murari, the event
lacked a basic sense of planning. He
said they should have ideally given a
single pass for all the four days but
artistes had to wait everyday at the
entrance to pick up their passes. “I
was told that most of the artists who
were honoured had to return their
shawls and mementos because the
committee had run out of stock," he

said. Many other Telugu artistes
including actress Kavita and
filmmaker R Narayana Murthy also
expressed displeasure over the turn of
events at the venue. Kavita said she
was heartbroken when she was not
even invited for the event.

Speaking to reporters, she said,
“I'm a senior artiste and have worked
in over 150 films. I don't understand
how the organisers didn't even think
of inviting me. I'm extremely upset.”

Kavita has worked with several
southern stalwarts such as N.T. Rama
Rao, M.G. Ramachandran and
superstar Rajinikanth.

“Actresses much younger to me
were invited and honoured on the

stage. Does this mean nobody gives
importance to seniority? Or should I
think my contribution was not even
worthy of getting an invitation to the
event,” she added.

Narayana Murthy, known for
revolutionary flicks, attended the
event but walked out midway. “I
thought we were paying tribute to
hundred years of Indian cinema but
all that I saw on the stage were
cultural events, dance and some skits.
Is this how we pay our respect to our
cinema,” Murthy asked.

Telugu artists such as Mohan
Babu, Dasari Narayana Rao, Mahesh
Babu, Prabhas and many others also
did not attend the event.

However, president of South
Indian Film Chamber of Commerce C
Kalyan said that when you organize
such a big event some mistakes are
bound to occur. 

“I agree mistakes may have
happened but we didn’t stop anyone
from coming. We may have missed
inviting some artists but all of them
were welcome to attend the function,”
Kalyan reportedly said.

TINSEL TOWN
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Hyderabadis have already proved
their mettle even in

international cinema with likes of
Nagesh Kukunoor and others making
widely acclaimed English movies
such as Rockford, Hyderabad Blues,
Mod, Bollywood Calling and All I
Want is Everything. And, now, yet
another Hyderabad filmmaker is all
set to draw the world attention with
his feature film in English.

Natraaj Maharshi better known as
Maha is over the moon as his film
‘Drawing Blood’ depicting a
‘colorless life of an artist’ is all set to
hit the theatres this month.  

“The film revolves around the
hunt of the protagonist for fulfilling
petty desires that leads him to lose
out on what he already had. It itself
is a canvas in-making that designs
the flow of deep emotions that lead a
story of an artist who loses himself in
the process of hunting for emotions
in himself that makes his life so

colorless,” says Natraaj Maharshi, a
trained film technician who has now
turned a director and actor with
‘Drawing Blood’.

“We are making all efforts to
screen the movie at International
Film Festivals,” he adds.

‘Drawing Blood’ has been made
by a team of close knit die-hard
world cinema admirers under the
‘HYX6 Creations’ banner and stars
Natraaj Maharshi (as artist Yogi),
Subhiksha (Yogi’s wife Veda), Kona
Mallik Psychiatrist), Siva Ganesh
(business tycoon) and Chennai Kanth
(Yogi’s friend).

The film draws parallels between
life and painting. “At birth, your life
is a plain canvas, your potential is the
colours, your choices are the strokes
on the canvas. At death, this canvas
will either be a treasured masterpiece
or an unnoticed scribbling. That
would be the judgment day on how
good a painter you were in painting
your life,” says Natraaj Maharshi.

“Trying to understand some

artists’ lives, I realized that if they
haven't felt or experienced "pain",
they cannot make "paintings,” he
says. Commenting on his choice of
English as a medium of
communication for this debut feature
film, Natraaj Maharshi says English
is the new language of Indian
cinema. “Today, English is becoming
the medium to communicate with
audiences crossing the barriers of the
regional languages. English is the
lingua franca of India. When two
strangers from different parts of India
meet, they converse in English.
‘Drawing Blood’ is a sensible film
for the discerning audience;

I felt the subject needed a
language with a wider reach and
hence English was chosen,” he
elaborates.

“Drawing Blood is our effort to
do something new, something
unique. The unfolding of every
situation, every scenario is presented
in a different way, Natraaj Maharshi
signs off.

In his efforts to do
something new, something
unique, the Hyderabadi
filmmaker Natraaj Maharshi
has made an english flick –
Drawing blood – which will
hit the screens this month

COLOURLESS LIFE
OF AN ARTIST
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BEHIND THE WHEELS
OF SUCCESS

Despite the sinking economy and the sluggish new car
market, pre-owned car dealers are on a roll. With several

buyers opting for pre-owned cars, a host of city’s
entreprenuers are making it big. 

The News spoke to four frontrunners in the segment
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His is an envious tale of
growth and success.
Carving a niche for

himself in the vast and
unorganized pre-owned car market
was not a cakewalk for young
entrepreneur Mahender Parak. But
all his hard work, dedication and the
strong penchant for customer
satisfaction have made Parak one of
the most successful entrepreneurs in
the city today.

His USP is nothing but
customers’ happiness.  He makes
sure that his customers are happy by
offering them the best deals. 

“Those who were unhappy
during their first deal with me are the
most satisfied customers today,” says
Parak. 

It was not overnight that Parak
established his brand autoARENA.
Years of hard work has been put into
for developing relationship and
winning the confidence of customers
one after another.

“Before advising my customer to
buy a car, I make sure that the

particular
car meets the standards if I wish to
purchase it myself,” smiles Parak.

A shrewd businessman, Parak
focuses more on quality and not on
the quantity of sales. He says,
“Passion for cars made me venture
into this industry 12 years ago. This
is unconventional for the family
which was into auto financing but not
into buying and selling the pre-
owned cars.”

This was not the first business
venture of Parak. He was into saree
business for a while before starting
autoARENA. “I thought I was not
made for selling sarees but for
something else. It was then my

passion for cars brought me into
this, he confesses.

Referring to the invasion of
branded players, Parak says
“Individual players have no
impact of the entry of branded
players into industry. We upgrade
the status of our customers with
proper advice from time to time to
enable them upgrade their cars
according to the changing times and
needs.”

About his close bond with his
customers, Parak says, “I work on
building relationships but not sales. I
oversee customer relationship
management personally. I see family
bonding in my customers.”

With the right advice and
guidance from elder brother Rajesh
Parak in times of need, the business
wizard enjoys working hard.
“Working harder for set targets
motivates me. I get motivated when
I look at every satisfied customer. I
motivate my team by leading them
from front. I don’t pressurize them to
perform, he signs off.

I don’t hesitate
to call an unhappy

customer myself and
satisfy him with the best

of our service. 
This is how I build 

relationships
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Like any other member of the
younger age band, he is also a
bit freaky, happy-go-lucky and

great foodie. But when it comes to
business, he is on the ball – insightful,
smart and sharp-witted.     

He is 31-year-old Basharath, the
first time entrepreneur in the family
and the owner of Car Lounge in Hitec
City. It was his passion for cars that
brought him into this business.

After studying the Business in
Singapore and Dubai, Basharath
started the showroom near Hitec City
on the model of pre-owned cars
business in Dubai. It has the backup
of multi-branded cars workshop with
trained and skilled manpower.

Basharath started the business at
Basheerbagh in 2009. Now he sells
around 60 cars a month of which 15
are premium cars and at least three of
them are Mercedes.

“I am personally fond of
Mercedes. I travel with my friends or
my newly-wedded wife a lot on long
drives,” says Basharath who goes on
a foreign trip twice a year.

Since he lives in joint family, he
spends quality time with other
members of the family. An ardent
foodie, Basharath likes Hyderabadi

dishes and Chinese. Paradise and 4
Seasons are his favourite places and
not surprisingly, the owner of
Paradise Hotels is his customer.  But
he stopped partying after starting the
business, a wise decision indeed.

“I get invitation from one or the
other customer every day all through
the year. That is the kind of
importance given to relationship,”
says Basharath.

With manpower of 30 people, Car
Lounge is transparent in deals. “We
guarantee for the number of
kilometers the vehicle has done. Also
we offer buy-back guarantee with or
without exchange of old car,” says the
young businessman who started his
business with just one Maruti and
became the frontrunner in the pre-
owned car segment.

“Customers of premium cars and
ordinary cars are treated with equal
respect. They come from
Maharashtra, Bangalore, Vizag and
other parts of the state. I take one
percent on premium cars and 1.5
percent on cars below the range of Rs
10 lakh as service charge,” he
explains.

About branded players in the
industry, he says one should have
good competitors to succeed in
business. “I believe in learning
processes from competitors and
incorporate them in my business. We
give a better deal than branded
players. I tell buyers that I charge
little more than the market price but
the product will be the best,” he says.

“I am a salesman first and then
owner,” Basharath affirms. “People
tend to look down upon pre-owned
cars in India. But in countries like
Singapore and Dubai, pre-owned cars
industry is a respectable business and
people feel proud of buying and
selling pre-owned cars to constantly
upgrade their status. I want to bring
respect for this business,” he winds
up the conversation with a smile. 

“I want to bring
respect for 

pre-owned car
industry on the 

lines of  Singapore 
and Dubai” 
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When he migrated to the city
from a remote village in
Nalgonda district three

decades ago, he was armed with just
an SSC certificate and immense
confidence. As a child, when he ran
after a Maruti car bought by the
village landlord, there sprouted a
strong desire to be associated with
cars one day. It was that burning
desire kept Krishna going and made
him one of the most successful
businessmen in the city.  

Krishna came to the city in 80s
and started travels business. Later
in 1999, he ventured into pre-
owned cars business in
view of the growing
demand because of the
changing economic
conditions. So far
Krishna has sold over
a whopping 11,000
cars to customers who
hail from Kerala,
Tamilnadu, Maharashtra
and Karnataka. They come to
Krishna for imported vehicles
because of his clarity towards pricing
and quality of cars he provides.

Krishna’s brand, Ever Cars, now
has three outlets – Ameerpet, Hitec
City – both for multi branded
vehicles and Jubilee Hills check-post
for premium cars.  Supported by a
team of 50 people, Krishna drives
sales of 100 cars a month.

The specialty in the manpower is
that all of them belong to the
surrounding areas of his native place
and have been associated with him
for the last 15 years. All the 50 people
are either relatives and friends of the
first five people he brought from his
native place.

Some of his team members have
become independent auto consultants
with the support given by Krishna.
Going with family for long drives is
his favorite pastime. Krishna has two

daughters.
One is
pursuing a

course in
journalism from

Delhi. Interestingly,
his family also is fond of

long drives and they have even been
to Nepal by road.

Inspired by his bureaucrat
customers, Krishna is training his
kids to become bureaucrats in future.

About his success, Krishna says,
“We have ‘buy-back’ guarantee on
exchange. Nobody else offer this
facility.” “Numbers motivate me. So
I strive hard to increase the number
of sales. My sales team only explains
and never tries to convince the
customers into buying a vehicle they
are not interested.”

Krishna is planning to open two
more branches in Vizag and
Vijayawada soon. More than 2,000
people are repeated customers which
speaks volumes about the confidence
he enjoys from his customers. “I feel
immensely happy when a person

owning a two-wheeler comes to me
and upgrades himself to a proud car
owner. My strength is that I complete
the work immediately without
postponing for any reason.”

Beneath all his business passion
and acumen, there is a philanthropist
too in Krishna. He is eager to help the
needy in education. “Since I could
not pursue my studies after SSC, I
want to provide assistance for at least
15 people in the next 5-6 years who
want to pursue their dream of
becoming civil servants,” he reveals.

And Krishna is not worried about
bigger players. “Branded players are
no threat to individual players
because the valuation system is
different. Branded players value the
vehicle based on the depreciation
calculated on the year of make, while
Ever Cars value the vehicle based on
various factors such as colour,
number of kilometers done, accident
free or not and whether the seller is a
trustworthy person or not,” smiles
Krishna.

With more than 
2,000 repeated

customers in his kitty,
Krishna plans to

expand his business
to Vizag and
Vijayawada
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One of the leading pre-owned
car dealers in the city,
Mohan’s Motors, was

passed on to Surendra Jain by his
father Rikhab Chand Jain. What was
a modest establishment at the time
when Surendra took charge, Mohan’s
Motors has today three major outlets
across the city- Ameerpet,
Scunderabad and Hitec city
exclusively for premium cars.  

When it was originally started
way back in 1986 when only a very
few private persons used to own cars,
it was one stop shop for
Ambassadors. But today with the
changing times and lifestyle,
Surendra has made it one of the most
preferred destinations for people who
want to own a car.

Dedicated to cars and customers,
Surendra keeps his own family and
the extended family - his team -

happy
at all times. Not a great socialite,
Surendra has limited friends circle
and unlimited customers circle.

The limited friends meet at KBR
Park during the morning walk and
organize get-togethers every
weekend which charges them up for
the week ahead.

With a dedicated team, Surendra
makes sure his team members are
happy and content. “I try to keep the
team happy, help them in need. I
drive the business from front,” he
says.

Several small time people
became auto-consultants since they
had complete trust on Surendra and

did good business with the help and
guidance from Surendra. Yet he is
very humble, friendly and down to
earth.

The growing competition in the
market did not dent Surendra’s
business even a wee bit. “Despite the
entry of branded players, we have
been able to sustain and grow purely
because of the goodwill, trust and the
customer relationship,” he says. “I
got my younger brother and then my
son into this industry. We have
succeeded in building trust over a
period of three decades,” his eyes
glitter with pride.

If his father Rikhab Chand was
product-centric, Surendra made it
people-centric, while his son Gaurav
Jain is trying to make it process-
centric these days. Sandeep Jain,
younger brother of Surendra, assists
him in day to day affairs. 

Mohan’s Motors
succeeded in

building trust over a
period of three

decades
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Girls in Hyderabad, who have
always been afraid to go out for

work or shopping alone, have
something to cheer about. No need to
keep chilli powder and pepper in the
bag anymore.   

The nationwide outrage sparked
by macabre incidents like the
December 16 rape and death of a girl
in Delhi in a moving bus pushed a
group of young cyber-security
professionals in Kerala into action.
They have developed state-of-the-art
safety gadgets for the safety of
women.

They wanted to devise a
technology that would protect
vulnerable girls and women from the
evil deigns of potential rapists and
sexual offenders. The result is Amrita
Personal Safety System (APSS).

According to Dr Krishnashree
Achuthan, director of Kollam-based
Amrita University’s Centre for Cyber
Security Systems and Networks,
“APSS is an inconspicuous, wearable
and easy-to-operate electronic device
that will help girls and women to
trigger communication with family
and police when in distress. The
device will remain invisible to the
offender and yet can easily be
triggered by its user with multiple
options to ensure stealthy and secure
communication.”

“With the ability to record
conversations and communicate
immediately by the press of a button

or using SMS and voice calls to
multiple destinations, this device also
offers automated information on the
nearest police station, hospitals and
fire stations to the victim so that she
can get immediate help,” she said.

The device is designed to be

securely lodged in an earring or a
ring. “We are designing it so that it
can be affordable. The device will
soon be equipped with technology
that can videotape events,” she
added.

A distinct feature of APSS is that
it can function even in rural areas
where the speed of communication is
minimal. Also, this device
intelligently combines many
location-aware technologies. Thus, it
can function indoors and outdoors

with minimal power consumption.
“This customizable device

provides flexibility in design for
wearability, and integrates more than
15 features pertaining to women’s
safety and security. Significantly, it
can also be used as a safety device
for mentally challenged people with
many functionalities to quickly
identify their whereabouts,” said Dr
Krishnasree, an author of 29 US
patents.

According to their makers, APSS
is an example of the cutting-edge
technology for the benefit of girls
and women, aged citizens and
children, who need to be completely
and continuously monitored. “It
integrates several technologies, and
we have leveraged our competencies
in the field to produce this extremely
beneficial and innovative device.”

The APSS prototype was
formally unveiled during
Amritavarsham60 — The 60th
birthday celebrations of Mata
Amritanandamayi Devi, an
internationally acclaimed spiritual
and humanitarian leader. 

New gadgets
to ensure

women’s safety

A group of young cyber-security
professionals in Kerala have
developed state-of-the-art safety
gadgets for women using a
technology that would protect
vulnerable girls and women from the
evil deigns of potential rapists and
sexual offenders

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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Cancer occurs as a result of
mutations, or abnormal
changes, in the genes re-

sponsible for regulating the growth
of cells and keeping them healthy.
A tumor can be benign (not danger-
ous to health) or malignant (has the
potential to be dangerous). Benign
tumors are not considered cancer-
ous: their cells are close to normal
in appearance, they grow slowly,
and they do not invade nearby tis-
sues or spread to other parts of the
body. Malignant tumors are cancer-
ous. Left unchecked, malignant
cells eventually can spread beyond
the original tumor to other parts of
the body. The term “breast cancer”
refers to a malignant tumor that has
developed from cells in the breast.
Usually breast cancer either begins
in the cells of lobules, which are
the milk-producing glands, or the
ducts, the passages that drain milk
from the lobules to the nipple. Less
commonly, breast cancer can begin
in the fatty and fibrous connective
tissues of the breast.

Breast cancer is always caused
by a genetic abnormality (a “mis-
take” in the genetic material).
However, only 5-10% of cancers
are due to an abnormality inherited
from your mother or father. About
90% of breast cancers are due to
genetic abnormalities that happen
as a result of the again process and
the “wear and tear” of life in gen-
eral.

A “risk factor” is anything that
increases your risk of developing

breast cancer. Many of the most
important risk factors for breast
cancer are beyond your control,
such as age, family history, and
medical history. However, there are
some risk factors you can control,
such as weight, physical activity,
and alcohol consumption. Be sure
to talk with your doctor about all of
your possible risk factors for breast
cancer. There may be steps you can
take to lower your risk of breast
cancer, and your doctor can help to
come up with a plan. Your doctor
also needs to be aware of any other
risk factors beyond your control, so
that he or she has an accurate un-
derstanding of your level of breast
cancer risk. This can be influence
recommendations about breast can-
cer screening what tests to have
and when to start having them. 

Breast cancer is never anyone’s
fault. Feeling guilty, are telling
yourself that breast cancer hap-
pened because of something you or

anyone else did, is not productive.
Any of the following unusual

changes in the breast can be a
symptom of breast cancer: swelling
of all or part of the breast; skin ir-
ritation or dimpling; breast pain;
nipple pain or the nipple turning in-
ward; redness, scaliness, or thick-
ening of the nipple of breast skin; a
nipple discharge other than breast
milk; or a lump in the underarm
area. These changes also can be
signs of less serious conditions that
are not cancerous, such as an infec-
tion or a cyst. It’s important to get
any breast changes check out
promptly by a doctor.       

As we all know, the incidence
of breast cancer is steadily increas-
ing, both in urban and rural India.
The rising incidence is explained
partly because of heightened
awareness among the general pub-
lic about the early warning signals
of cancer and the various screening
modalities now available to us.

CHECK YOUR
BREAST MONTHLY

Dr. Ch. Mohana Vamsy

‘Many of the most important
risk factors for breast cancer
are beyond one’s control, such
as age, family history, and
medical history. However, there
are some risk factors one can
control, such as weight,
physical activity, and alcohol
consumption’

HEALTH & FITNESS
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Screening for the population
at average risk for breast
cancer includes breast self
examination once a month
for all women aged 20 years
and above; breast examina-
tion by the family physician
every 3 years for women be-
tween the age of 20-40 years
and every year for women
older than 40 years; and X-
ray mammography every 1-
2 years for women aged
40-49 years and yearly once
for women above the age of
50 years. The digital mam-
mography (equipped with a
digital receptor and a com-
puter) is the most recent ad-
vance in X-ray mammography
which also allows faster, easier and
more accurate stereotactic biopsy.
More importantly, latest digital
mammography machines come at-
tached with a specialized couch
which allows biopsies both in sit-
ting and recumbent positions.
Newer innovations like the Mam-
motome use vacuum powered in-
strument to collect multiple
biopsies during one insertion with
utmost precision and least discom-
fort.

As we all know, treatment for
breast cancer is primarily surgery.
Women diagnosed with breast can-
cer now need not worry that the
surgery would remove the entire
breast because breast conserva-
tion surgery has become the stan-
dard of care in all small breast
lumps/tumors. Even larger tumors
need not dishearten women be-
cause breast conservation surgery
is still possible after appropriate
downsizing with 2-3 cycles of
chemotherapy. Oncoplastic breast
surgery combines the latest princi-
ples of plastic surgery for the best

cosmetic outcome and at the same
time does not compromise surgical
oncology principles. Breast recon-
struction provides for correction of
abnormality of the breast and thus
mitigates to a large extent the psy-
chological trauma of surgery for
breast cancer. To avoid the long
term complications of axillary
clearance which is usually a part of
the breast cancer surgery, the
gamma detection system and the
blue dye can be combined to iden-
tify the Sentinel node for biopsy
and if the sentinel node is unin-
volved, axillary clearance can be
avoided which greatly reduces the
long-term morbidity of swollen
upper limb on the side of the sur-
gery. 

After breast cancer surgery,
chemotherapy is administered with
an intention to eliminate the circu-
lating microscopic cancer cells to
prevent recurrence and increase the
cure rates. For advanced stage 4
breast cancers, chemotherapy is
given to significantly prolong sur-
vival with a good quality of life.
Latest chemotherapy molecules

now allow safer and easier
administration and the side-
effects are usually transient,
temporary, reversible and eas-
ily manageable. If the cancer
cells are positive for a protein
called as Her-2, then mono-
clonal antibody therapy (Her-
ceptin) is advocated for a
period of 1 year after surgery
at weekly or 3 week intervals
and this can also be used in
stage 4 cancers (however this
molecule is prohibitively ex-
pensive for the common man
to afford). If the cancer cells
also express certain receptors
called as hormone receptors
(estrogen and progesterone

receptors), then hormone therapy in
the form of simple oral pills (Ta-
moxifen / Aromatase Inhibitors)
are prescribed for approximately 5
years. Similarly, to prevent local re-
currence radiation therapy is given
depending on the stage of the can-
cer or if breast conservation has
been performed. VMAT (Volumet-
ric Modulated Arc Therapy) is the
most modern arc therapy technique
that has established new standards
for radiation therapy treatment
speeds (treatment delivery as few
as 2 minutes) and dose reduction to
the patient.

All in all, with the appropriate
use of the latest diagnostic and
therapeutic modalities to identify
and treat breast cancer, a large pro-
portion of breast cancers are diag-
nosed in earlier stages thus
culminating in higher cure rates for
our women with breast cancer. Re-
member: All cancers are curable if
diagnosed early. 

The author is 
Chief Surgical Oncologist at
Omega Hospitals, Hyderabad

Mobile: 98480 11421
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People are becoming politically
less conscious by each passing
day, and of course, general

elections are round the corner.
Political parties, human right activists,
social scientists, educationalists and
others are exhorting the public to
make the best use of their adult
franchise.  

As part of Let’s Vote campaign
with an aim to sensitize the young and
working citizens on their right to vote,
Infotech Enterprises on September 23
launched the first ever ‘Mobile Voter
e-Registration Van’ on their
Manikonda campus. The facility has
been designed and is being
implemented by the Chief Electoral
Officer of Andhra Pradesh.

This is the first time in India
electronic voter registrations are
conducted through mobile vans. The
concept, which is being piloted in
Hyderabad, will be extended to the
entire country before the 2014 general
elections.

Eminent personalities including
Andhra Pradesh Chief Electoral
Officer Bhanwar Lal, Chairman CII-
AP & President Global HR and
Corporate Affairs B Ashok Reddy,
former CBI JD Sudarshan Acharya,
LEAD India founder Bhaskar Reddy
IRS and others were present on the
occasion.

The programme is targeted at the
IT workforce and engineering

students from colleges like IIIT-H.
The ‘Mobile Voter Registration Van’
was flagged off by the dignitaries.
They urged the educated and
informed working professionals and
youth to exercise their voting power
in the forthcoming municipal and
general elections.

Speaking on the occasion Ashok
Reddy said, “It is the responsibility of
the institutions of the country to instill
in their human capital the passion and
enthusiasm to become a participant

and contributor in the democratic
processes and movements. I applaud
‘Let’s Vote’ and Chief Electoral
Office, AP, for this revolutionary step
towards educating and enabling
people to exercise their voting rights.”

It may be noted that over the
years, participation percentage of
urban, educated and informed citizens
in the voting process has been much

lower in comparison to the rural
population. According to the
organizers, Infotech Enterprises
which has more than 10,000
employees globally, has partnered
with this initiative in order to create
awareness on the importance of
casting votes amongst its employees
and IT fraternity in general.

“There is an extremely small
percentage of the young voters that
have valid voter ID cards which
makes them eligible to participate in

the voting process. The ‘Mobile Voter
Registration Van’ campaign aims to
increase this figure and push the first
time voters to register themselves. We
are delighted to run the experiment of
this first of its kind initiative in
Hyderabad and want to replicate the
success in many more regions across
the country”, said Bhanwar Lal.

With an aim to encourage and
sensitize the young and working
citizens in and around Hyderabad on
their right to vote, a software
company has launched a new initiative
- Mobile Voter e-Registration Van – the
first of its kind in the country

Right to
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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For all you coffee lovers in
Hyderabad who strongly believe

in the coffee shop punch line ‘a lot
more can happen over coffee’, there
is more for you to know. The type of
coffee you drink could reflect your
personality, according to new
research.

A recent study conducted by
eminent clinical psychologist Dr.
Ramani Durvasula on 1,000 coffee
drinkers, has found common
attributes between people who enjoy
certain types of coffee.

If you like extra-foamy coffees
such as cappuccino then you’re more
likely to be obsessive and
controlling, whereas latte drinkers go
out of their way to please others, says
the study.

The survey assessed numerous

common personality styles and
psychological traits including
introversion and extraversion;
patience; perfectionism; warmth;
vigilance; sensitivity; and
social boldness, among
others, according to a
report.

The study also
found that black
coffee drinkers
were ‘no-nonsense’
individuals and
straightforward.

They liked to keep
things simple, could be quiet and
moody, and were set in their ways.
Being abrupt and dismissive were
also common personality traits.

Latte drinkers tended to be more
neurotic and eager to please people.
They were happy to go out of their
way to help others – but didn’t take

great care of themselves. And those
individuals who ordered sweet
drinks, like frozen and blended
coffees, were ‘socially bold’ and

considered to be ‘overgrown
kids’ who retained the taste
buds and sensibilities of
children, while being
‘young at heart’.

They didn’t always
make healthy choices
and could be reckless.

They were also found to
be trendsetters. Those who

chose double decafinated, extra-
foamy coffees tended to be more
obsessive, controlling and detail-
oriented.

Dr. Durvasula said despite the
interesting research that was gathered
‘we are no more defined by our
coffee orders than we are by our
astrological signs,’ quoted the report.

Coffee you drink
reveals your trait
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Women in Andhra Pradesh are
no way lesser than any of their

counterparts anywhere in the world.
This has been proved over and over
again with many of them making it to
the top in various fields. Adding to
the list of the female champions is
GR Radhika, Deputy Superintendent
of Police (DSP) of Andhra Pradesh
Police.  

Radhika made history by scaling
the 5,980 meter Golep Kangri peak
September 2013. Golep Kangri peak
is located in the Zanskar Range in
western Himalayas near the
Karakorams. It is accessed through
Laddakh.

Talking about the remarkable
achievement of the lady police
officer, ADG (Sports) Rajiv Trivedi
said DSP Radhika was his trainee in
the AP Police Academy a few years

ago. According to him she was
always physically very fit and
mentally tough.

Trivedi, who himself is into
endurance sports, recommended
Radhika a few months ago for the
basic course in Mountaineering at the
Jawahar Institute of Mountaineering
and Winter Sports, Pahalgam, Jammu
& Kashmir. She completed the course
with distinction. After ascertaining
her calibre, he arranged basic
equipment and nominated her again
last month to undergo the Advanced
Course in Mountaineering at the same
institute.

Radhika went on a week-long
expedition to Golep Kangri as part of
the course to test her skills and
successfully reached the peak after an
arduous technical climb. She had to
battle high winds, biting sub zero
temperatures, rock faces, treacherous
crevices in snow and ice and lack of
oxygen.

Radhika has now become the first
ever officer of AP Police to scale a
peak this high. But her ambition
never ends. She plans to scale a few
more peaks of 20,000+ feet before the
end of this year. Trivedi said Radhika
might even scale the Everest if she
gets the right support. 

In an exemplary show of fitness,
determination and systematic
approach, a lady police officer in AP
has scaled the 5,980 meter golep
Kangri peak, becoming the first ever
officer of AP Police to scale 
a peak this high

SCALING
GREATER
HEIGHTS

GR Radhika, Dy Superintendent of Police

RISKY AFFAIR
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If you take a second look at thosewho are sitting behind the wheels,
you will not miss the sight of them
fiddling with high-end mobile
phones. Though rules are strict and
penalty the highest, especially in the
state capital, for using mobile phones
while driving, those who are addicted
to the sleek gadgets cannot abstain
from toying with the equipment.

This is not just the case in the twin
cities. In most of the cities and towns
across the country, same is the case,
found out a survey recently.
According to the study, about three in
ten Indian drivers indicate they text,
email, or use social media while
driving.

The survey, conducted by opinion
research firm Ipsos, found out that

Indian male drivers (31 percent) were
more likely to use their smart phone
while driving compared to females
(26 percent). As for demographics,
age is among the most important
variable in determining a driver's
likelihood to message from behind

the wheel. The study was done on
851 drivers from India.

“Those under the age of 35 years
(34 percent) are most likely to say
‘yes’ they engage in the behavior,
compared with those 35-49 years (25
percent) and those 50-64 years (14
percent),” a news agency quoted the
survey.

“Motor vehicle accidents are the
leading cause of accidental death in
India, and using a phone while
driving significantly increases the risk
of accidents,” Biswarup Banerjee,
head, marketing communications,
Ipsos, was quoted as saying.

According to reports,
communicating digitally while in the
car appears to be highly related to a
person's work life as those who are
employed are more likely than those
unemployed agree to do it.

The guys
who text
Yamaraj
A recent survey reveals that three in ten Indian drivers text, email, or use social media

while driving, apparently resulting in fatal accidents

KILLER MOBILES
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Hyderabadis have music in their
blood, be it folk songs, classic, or

western. When all of them come
together in a blend, nothing can beat
it. When a Hyderabad-based Indian
fusion band staged an exhilarating
performance, music lovers in the city
went into a trance in the second week
of September.

Ananda Fusion Band enthralled
the audience with the fusion of
contemporary and classical music at
Our Sacred Space in Secunderabad.
The band comprising of Bhanu
Prakash Umapathi (vocals), Pramod
Umapathi (flute), G Prakash (tabla),
Balaram (drums) and Sai Prakash
(keyboards) sent the audience to
frenzy with a mix of their own
compositions and interpretations of
existing kritis and keerthanas.

The event was organised by
Hydourite, an initiative celebrating the
spirit of Hyderabad, with 100 days of

celebrations. Ananda Fusion Band’s
performance was an enriching blend
of traditional Carnatic vocals with
Hindustani flute and subtle western
instrumentation.

The evening started with the
composition ‘Bliss of Life’ based on
Raga Hamsadhvani followed by a
keerthnana on Lord Krishna ‘Pawana
Guru Keerthana’ in Raga
Hamsadhvani. ‘Sound of Nature’ –
performance by Pramod Umapathi on
Flute was a folk style composition
with flavours of Hindustani style
music that attempted to bring to life
through the music the rural environs,
sounds of the birds, etc. It was a
soothing and heart-touching
composition. Also performed were a
keerthana of Lord Rama and another
composition on Flute ‘Simply Joy’
based on Raga Mohanam. The last
performance of the evening was the
band’s own composition ‘The
Mystical Journey’ in Raga Hemavati
which was dedicated to the Hydourite

event. The performance awed the
people present in the Our Sacred
Space mini-amphitheatre and left
them wanting more.

Ananda is a Hyderabad born
Indian Fusion Band and is an outcome
of an idea of the musical brothers
Bhanu Prakash Umapathi and Pramod
Umapathi who come together, to give
a form to the innovative and creative
possibilities in music in the form of
Fusion. The word ‘Ananda’ literally
means Joy and the band aims to
provide the same through its
performances. Ananda as a band tries
to bring a mood of Joy and all other
emotions through the universal
language of music.

Hydourite means ‘Our
Hyderabad, Our Favourite’. It has
been conceived to get together all the
Hyderabad loving people on to a
single platform, to feel the rich
diversity of this great city through
various events and thereby feel proud
of being a Hyderabadi.

Spirit of
Hyderabad

A music concert
by city-based

Ananda Fusion
Band had

audience in frenzy
when renowned
musicians came

together to
perform a unique

blend of genres

W

W
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City had an exhilarating
weekend on September 19,

when the Bangalore-based Indian
Folk Fusion Rock Swarathma, had
a power-packed performance,
making the music lovers of twin
cities go into frenzy.

The crowd that gathered at the
PBEL City Grounds near APPA
Junction in the city had a rare
chance to groove to the folk sounds
of various numbers in Hindi and
Kannada languages.

The band sang about real issues,
with music that was strong and
beautiful, contemporary and
relevant. It performed some of its
popular numbers including
Topiwalleh; Koorane; Naane Daari;
Yesu, Allah aur Krishna; Pyar ke

Rang; etc. The visually electric and
high-energy performance with
powerful Indian vocals and
stunning western drums and guitars
had the audience in splits, dancing,
screaming and asking for more.

The performance was part of the
Hydourite 2013 fest, an initiative
celebrating the spirit of Hyderabad
with ‘100 days of celebrations’.
Swarathma’s trademark and
innovative music is rooted in Indian
folk traditions while drawing on
rock, blues and reggae motifs. The
band comprises of Vasu Dixit
(vocals and rhythm guitar), Pavan

A bangalore-band
Swarathma had a

high-energy
performance with

powerful Indian
vocals and

stunning western
drums and

guitars, making
the audience

dancing,
screaming and

asking for more

An evening
with folk songs
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Kumar KJ (percussion and backing vocals),
Varun Murali (lead guitar), Sanjeev Nayak
(violin) and Jishnu Dasgupta (bass guitar and
backing vocals).

Counted as one of the best bands in the
country, Swarathma had a humble beginning
at college fests. The big break came with the
band winning the Radio City contest in 2006.
It came into limelight when they won the
MTV National Contest for Emerging Bands
in 2008. It released its debut self-titled album
‘Swarathma’ in 2009. Their second album
‘Topiwalleh’ in 2012 saw them make it to the
cover of Rolling Stone Magazine. The
socially conscious band has taken up several
causes that resonate with the music. Their
song ‘Pyaasi’ speaks of the Cauvery dispute.
Swarathma supported the nation-wide
movement against corruption with their track
'Topiwalleh'.

Hydourite is an initiative celebrating the
spirit of Hyderabad with ‘100 days of
celebrations.’ The celebrations include a host
of exquisite performances from varied fields
of art, dance, music, theatre and more.

CULTURAL NEWS
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It was a chance for appearance-conscious Hyderabadi women to
catch the flavours of Shantiniketan.
A seven-day exhibition of handicrafts
from Shantiniketan in West Bengal
showcased different types of

In a glitzy expo, Hyderabad
women could closely
appreciate the arresting
handicrafts from
Shantiniketan in a week-
long trade fair held in city

Bengali cultural heritage
enthrals city folks
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handicrafts from Shantiniketan – hand
embroidery sarees, boatique items, dress
materials, jewellery, block printing, kurta, madur
(mat), jute chappals, jute bags, men’s & women’s
silk & cotton kurtas, dress materials, cotton, silk
& tassar printed sarees, dokra and many more.

The exhibition was organised by Swayambhar
NARI (Non-formal Action Research Institute), a
Kolkata-based voluntary organisation at YWCA,
West Marredpally Road, Secunderabad from
September 6 to 12.  

It was formally inaugurated by Chandana
Khan, IAS, Special Chief Secretary, Tourism &
Culture, Government of Andhra Pradesh.

Speaking on the occasion, Chandana Khan
said the exhibition was a good opportunity for
Hyderabadis to know and take home products that
were of cultural heritage of Shantiniketan and
West Bengal. She said the Culture and Tourism
department was encouraging rural and tribal
artists.

It may be recalled that recently artists from
Cherial, Warangal, were taken to Berlin to give
exposure to their paintings, masks that they make,
etc.

Swayambhar NARI was started in 1988
essentially for women but over the years the male
craftsmen too have joined. It was started as a
voluntary group for providing marketing facilities
to craft persons. Today, it has more than 1,000
members. The organisation runs two craft schools
at Midnapore and Birbhum, Shantiniketan
besides schools in rural areas for the
craftsperson’s' children. It advises craftsperson’s
on design matters. 
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She must be the most desirable diva for
millions of her fans across the country, but

for the cyber world, actress Priyanka Chopra is
the most dangerous celebrity. According to an
online survey conducted by a cyber security
system, Priyanka has been named the ‘most
dangerous celebrity’.

Priyanka has replaced Indo-Canadian porn
star Sunny Leone in this year's McAfee's “Most
Dangerous Celebrity’ survey, according to a
statement. According to the survey, cyber
criminals use celebrities to take advantage of
fans seeking more information about the stars.

According to experts, cyber criminals often
lure unsuspecting supporters to sites laden with
malware that can steal passwords and personal
information.

“In a country like India, fans are more prone
to becoming a victim of cyber crime,” said
Venkatasubrahmanyam Krishnapur, vice-
president of Engineering-Consumer and
Mobile, Business Group, McAfee India Centre,
in statement.

“In India where celebrities are given the
status of semi gods, cyber criminals often use
their names to lure people to sites that actually
host malicious software designed to
compromise personal details and disrupt
devices," said Krishnapur.

Actors Shah Rukh Khan and Salman Khan
have occupied the second and third position in
the list of most dangerous celebrities in India
online respectively.

Dangerous diva
An online survey named bollywood
actress Priyanka Chopra the ‘most
dangerous celebrity online’,
followed by actors Shah Rukh Khan
and Salman Khan

TOP DANGEROUS CELEBRITIES ONLINE ARE

STAR WOES
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Who says corporate employees
have no option but willingly

surrender to stress, lifestyle diseases
and paranoia? Sport is the best stress-
buster for even corporate staff and it
was proven beyond doubt at the
recent National Inter-Corporate
Badminton Tournament - Corporate
Badminton League™ (CBL) 2013,
held in Hyderabad.   

India’s first of its kind
tournament, an initiative of Sikhara
Events supported by Tech Mahindra
Ltd. and Pullela Gopichand

Badminton Academy (PGBA),
Gachibowli saw brisk matches
happening on the three-day event.

On the day one, 64 men single
matches held till late night up to
11pm.  The second day too witnessed
action packed tournament as 56 Men
Doubles, 40 Singles and 16 Women
Singles and 8 Doubles were played.
All together, 550 plus corporate
executives from 68 corporate houses
from across India competed with
each other.

The oldest player in the
tournament was Sandhya Rodrigues
from American Chamber of

SPoRTS foR
STReSS bUSTINg

In a unique event, more than 550 participants from 68 corporate houses
took part in the National Inter-Corporate badminton Tournament -
Corporate badminton League (CbL) 2013 held in the city recently

SPORTS NEWS
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Commerce. At 49 years, she was
probably the oldest player to play at
CBL.  She played singles as well as
doubles.  Interestingly, her daughter
Catherine from Mylon
Pharmaceuticals was her doubles
partner. Her son Elvis who is
working with Unisys also played in
the tournament.

“It was a great feeling to play at
this age,” Rodrigues said adding, “It
was my daughter Catherine’s idea to
pair up with me in doubles. I told that
she shouldn’t lose because of me.
Both my children played State and
National in their early lives. I
practice occasionally with my
neighbours.”

Anshika Kalia from Tech
Mahindra Delhi and a regular player
said, “It is a fast sport. I like it. You
need good technique as well as
stamina to be successful.” Anshika
played Delhi State level earlier in her
college days. “It is very important for
corporate executives to play some
sport to counter stress,” she opined.

Her doubles partner Geetanjali,

who is also from Tech Mahindra,
Delhi, said Badminton was a team
building activity. “It is a good
exercise and workout. Since fitness
is very important, I balance between
my work and play. When there is
more work, I skip my play.  But,
corporates must have some play area
for employees to pursue some sports
so that they are fit enough to be more
productive for the company,” she
said.

Vedhashree from Cisco, Chennai,
had played in Corporate Olympics
held in Chennai sometime last year.
“I love badminton the most. It
teaches a lot such as Time
Management, Resources
management, Leadership skills etc,”
she said.

44 years old Sulabh Srivastsav
from Bangalore said he comes from
a sports family. He played till 1991
and discontinued. “Now playing after
the gap of 21 years, I feel great and
light when I play badminton. It is
such a sport that it can be played
anywhere, in any apartment, even a

small lane. It doesn’t require much
investment. But, corporate firms
must encourage sports at work place.
They must create play areas for the
benefit of employees,” he opined.

Monisha from Accenture
Hyderabad said she used to play the
sport when she was a child. “I am
here in this tournament because of
my love for sport. I want to pursue
the sport, but, unfortunately you
can’t expect MNCs to provide
badminton courts. I play at my home
in Kukatpally. It is nice if companies
extend support to such sports which
is easy to play by anybody,” she said.

The maiden Corporate
Badminton League received an
overwhelming response. More than
550 participants registered from 68
corporate houses such as Wipro
Technologies, Infosys, Sonata
Software, Bank of America, Amazon,
Invesco, BHEL, ONGC, IBM,
Unisys, DRDL, CRPF, Accenture,
MindTree, Capgemini, Saxon Global
Yinsol, TCS and many more,
according to Ravi Sripada of Sikhara.
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The brain behind the prestigious IPL
matches in the country, Lalith Modi, had

an ungraceful exit from the premier league.
The Board of Control for Cricket in India
(BCCI) banned former IPL chairman and
commissioner for life from all its activities on
charges of serious misconduct and indiscipline.
Modi was “found guilty of committing acts of
serious misconduct and indiscipline, and
therefore, in exercise of powers as per
Regulation 32 of the Memorandum and Rules
and Regulations of the Board,” by the SGM,
chaired by BCCI president Narayanaswami
Srinivasan.

In a statement, BCCI secretary Sanjay
Patel said, “Resolved that Lalit Modi is guilty
of committing acts of serious misconduct and
indiscipline, and therefore, in exercise of
powers as per Regulation 32 of the
Memorandum and Rules and Regulations of
the Board, Lalit Modi is hereby expelled from
the BCCI. He shall forfeit all his rights and
privileges as Administrator. He shall not in
future be entitled to hold any position or office,
or be admitted in any Committee or as any
member or associate member of the Board.”

The BCCI's special disciplinary committee
comprising senior vice-president Arun Jaitley
and Jyotiraditya Scindia earlier submitted a
134-page inquiry report.

The report detailed the alleged
irregularities that Modi committed from the
time the IPL's governing council approved the
draft of the Invitation to Tender (ITT) in
December 2009 - for adding two more teams
to the league - to Modi's eventual suspension
in April 2010.

Trouble started when the Kochi franchise

of IPL was introduced. The case of Kochi
constituted three of the eleven charges pressed
against Modi, including rigging bids, arm-
twisting franchises and bringing the
BCCI into disrepute through his
comments on Twitter.

But Modi seemed
unperturbed and remained
defiant despite the ban. He
reportedly said the ‘ban is not
going to stop me’.

“Ban on me as predicted.
Like I said not perturbed
about it. Rather happy not
to be sitting on same table
as facilitators of match
fixing. Only time will
show I am right. I have
no reason to be remorse
about this as I got to live
and create my dream.
Ban not going to stop
me," tweeted Modi.

Modi said he will not run away
and will fight with BCCI as the
target. “I am not going to run away.
I will fight them. It gives me more
of a resolve to fight them. Indian
cricket needs cleansing. What
happens is, if I don't toe their line,
I am branded indisciplined,” he
said. 

As a last ditch attempt to
avoid the life-ban, Modi
requested the BCCI to adjourn
the SGM and also said that he
was willing to appear before
it through video
conferencing. The pleas
were not allowed.

Modi goes!
The board of Control for Cricket in India banned former IPL chairman
and commissioner Lalith Modi for life from all its activities on charges of
serious misconduct and indiscipline.

SPORTS NEWS
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When the city was yet to get over
the hangover of Ganesh

festival revelries and sudden
downpours that wreaked havoc for
days together, there has been an
unusual visitor who reached here on
September 25.  The young Sadhvi, all
of 24, who relinquished a huge family
fortune and took to the spiritual path
and walked 1500 kilometres in the
process on various occasions, reached
the historic city of Hyderabad to take
the sainthood as a Jain nun.

Manali Rathod hails from a rich
business family in Coimbatore. She is
here to be part of the grand celebration
Diksha Mahotsav (official declaration
as a sadhvi or nun), spread over five
days and organised by Jains in the city
under the aegis of Shri Vardhman
Sthanakvasi Jain Shravak Sangh.  A
total of over 15,000 people from

across India are expected to take part
in the ceremony which will be held
from October 3 to October 8. The
function is being organised at the
Government Junior College,
Kachiguda, according to Swaroop
Chand Kothari, coordinator.

The process of becoming a Jain
Sadhvi is a grand affair with several
ceremonies. Manali Rathod’s guru
Gurumayya Gyan Lathaji is stationed
in Hyderabad for Chaturmas (a holy
period of four months July to
October). Manali will get her diksha
from Jain Sadhvi and scholar
Gurumayya Gyan Lathaji.

In an exemplary move, Manali
renounced the worldly possessions,
life and attachments to become a Jain
Sadhvi. Manali hails from a well-to-
do family with dyes, chemicals and
textiles business in Coimbatore.

Her forefathers from Rajasthan
migrated to the city about 150 years
ago. A Commerce gaduate, Manali
studied in English Medium and also
did Diploma in Interior, Architecture
and Designing. A polyglot, Manali
knows six languages - Hindi,
Rajasthani, Sanskrit, Gujarati, English
and Tamil. She has everything in life,
a supporting family, father Motilalji
Rathod, mother Urmila Rathod,
brother Kuldip and sisters Jyotsna and
Vhrudhi. She is the eldest of the

family. With having 28 close family
members and huge riches, Manali
could have gone ahead and become a
successful Interior Designer, earned a
decent living, but, she has other plans.
She stunned her parents with her
decision to become a Sadhvi.

“It may be a surprise to the outside
world, but it is my natural choice,”
Manali Rathod says. Commenting on
her decision on leaving behind the
worldly life, Manali says that the
decision was not at all hard.
“Developing and imbibing culture is
quite easy and it has naturally come to
me. I am happy to become a Sadhvi. I
have trained for a long time about all
the aspects of the sainthood, be it
knowledge, going for Bhiksha,
walking and spiritual awakening, etc.
and I am looking forward to be a
Sadhvi,” she asserts.

As part of the initiation, Manali
Rathod's hair will be removed after
which she will be given the Diksha. In
a process that may last several hours,
hair is plucked out, strand by strand,
to achieve a completely bare scalp.
Once, Manali becomes a Sadhvi,
according to the Jain tradition, she
will be obligated to follow five major
vows: absolute non-violence, absolute
truthfulness, absolute non-stealing,
absolute celibacy and absolute non-
attachment.

A 24-year old girl, hailing from a rich Jain family, has
forsaken all the worldly pleasures to take up sanyas, a

real story that resembles a fairy tale

The girl who
renounced
the riches
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As part of its philanthropic initiatives, the Hyderabad
ashram of world-renowned spiritual leader Mata

Amritanandamayi Devi, popularly known as Amma and
‘hugging saint’, announced that it would adopt 10 villages
in Andhra Pradesh.

Hyderabad branch of Mata Amritanandamayi
Math (MAM), an ashram run by world-renowned
spiritual leader Mata Amritanandamayi Devi,
has decided to adopt 10 backward and remote
villages in Andhra Pradesh

VILLAGES TO GET
DIVINE BENEVOLENCE

SPIRITUAL NEWS
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Announcing the decision of Mata
Amritanandamayi Math (MAM), its
coordinator Br. Raghunath said, “In
order to accomplish this, the MAM
will draw upon the totality of
humanitarian programmes it has
established over the past 30 years.”
The programme is called the Amrita
Self-Reliant Village Programme
(Amrita Swasrayagramam).

“We have initiated the process of
identifying 10 villages of AP. We will
be applying set of parameters to
identify the villages that are from
most remote part and are most
backward,” said Br. Raghunath.

This initiative is as part of
Amritavarsham60, the 60th birthday
celebration of Amma on September
27 and part of earlier announcement
made by MAM’s vice-chairman
Swami Amritaswarupananda Puri
about the most massive humanitarian
programme ever undertaken by the
MAM - the adoption of 101 villages
throughout India with the aim of
helping them become self-reliant and
thriving.

The Amrita Self-Reliant Village

Programme will ensure that each
villager has a proper home and that
the villages have school buildings,
community halls and junction street-
lighting, he said. Other aspects of the
programme will include establishing
a free computer-oriented vocational-
training institute in each village and
keeping children in school through
the provision of a tablet-based after-
school tutoring.

“We will also ensure that the
adopted villages will have basic
health facilities, trained health-
workers, and access to clean water
and nutrition,” the swami said. They
will also conduct afforestation drives
in the villages and teach the villagers
how to set up recycling systems so
that they can become ‘zero-waste’
villages.

A tablet-based tutoring will
assess the learning needs of multi-
grade rural students. The programme
is exclusively designed for the tablet
format, considering its screen size
and low processing power. The
learning programme is designed to
work where there is little or no

Internet connectivity, and that, in the
first phase support in Telugu and
Hindi. Amrita University School of
Engineering has developed
integrated nano-material-based solar
cells and batteries that are 500 times
more efficient than the existing
technology and have much larger
power densities, and that this
technology would be used to help
power tablets used in the villages.    

The vocational institutes that will
be set up in each of the 10 villages
would be centred around
Computerized Vocational &
Education Training (CVET) and
Life-Enrichment Education (LEE)
systems developed and managed by
AMMACHI Labs.

“Through Amrita SREE, Amma’s
ashram has already put more than
100,000 women throughout India
into more than 6,000 self-help
groups, providing them with the
necessary education, marketing
assistance and access to start-up
capital and microcredit loans and
savings accounts from government
banks,” the swami said.



What is CyberKnife® VSI?
CyberKnife VSI Robotic Radiosurgery system is the only whole
body robotic radiosurgery system in the world, designed to treat
tumours anywhere in the body including brain, spine, lung, liver,
pancreas and prostate. CyberKnife®VSI uses state-of-the art image
guidance technology to precisely target tumours anywhere in the
body with pinpoint, sub-millimeter accuracy and deliver high doses
of radiation. As it can deliver radiation from virtually any direction
around the patient, the beams are focused precisely on the tumour
minimizing damage to the surrounding healthy tissue and critical
organs.
What does CyberKnife® VSI contain and what are its
capabilities? 
CyberKnife® VSI contains a compact linear accelerator unlike a
conventional linear accelerator. It directs the pencil beam virtually
to any part of the body from any direction with great ease and
robotic capabilities. 
CyberKnife® with VSI technology, introduced for the first time in
south India, is Versatile, Simple and Intelligent in managing the
patient with unmatched accuracy and precision. It brings along a
new ray of hope in cancer treatment for patients and their families.
What are the tumours treated with CyberKnife® VSI?
CyberKnife® VSI can treat any tumour in the body. The present
indications that are commonly used are brain tumours, spine
metastases, lung tumours, prostate and pancreas.
Nevertheless, virtually any tumour in any part of the body can be
cured or treated with sub-millimeter accuracy equivalent to the
precision of a surgeon albeit without a knife and the pain.

CyberKnife® VSI - Patient Advantages Highest level of comfort 
Pain free

No anaesthesia required
No invasive head or body frames
No breath holding during treatment

Superior quality of life
Significantly reduces treatment time
Treats only the affected areas
Minimises side effects
Immediate return to normal activity
Threats inoperable tumours
Treats tumours anywhere in the body
Pinpoint accuracy
Dynamic motion tracking
Stereotactic bloodless radiosurgery

CyberKnife® VSI - Clinician Advantages
New treatment option for patients who refuse surgery or where
surgery is not possible or complex
Complete access and coverage of tumours anywhere in the body
Complements existing radiation therapy treatment programmes
like IMRT IGRT.
Superior flexibility in planning

In conclusion, CyberKnife® VSI not only offers a complete
solution for previously inaccessible and inoperable tumours, but
also minimises treatment time, reduces hospital stay, cuts costs and
enables patients to return to their daily routine in no time.
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Another person having failed in
his business grew a beard and

started teaching spirituality (now he is
flourishing). There is a spiritual
organisation that has roped in an
MBA to give lectures on television,
the lady earned them a lot of
following but on the subject of
spirituality she calls atma as at-ma and
shanti as shanty... (Dhwani is the basis
of spiritual sciences. Every sound is a
vibration and corresponds to a specific
energy. If you change the frequency of
that vibration, then the energy
changes, as does its effect.) If
someone takes upon the role of a
spiritual guide and adulterates the
science with an accent, what energy
would he/she exude, what energy
would he channelize?

There are thousands across the

globe who will stand up and say that
they were fooled by a spiritual guru.
Why is all this happening? Why are
the spiritual gurus corrupt? If you look
at the biographies of the spiritual
heads who appear on television these
days, you will find that most are those
who failed in their physical life and so
took upon the saffron robe for name,
fame, money or all of them. These are
not corrupt people, they are just clever
businessmen into the ‘business of
spirituality’ - we all know that
businesses are run on lies…

Unfortunately, the ‘science of
spirituality’ is a polar opposite. You
cannot even enter (leave alone
progress or pass on the science)
spirituality till the time you lie. Satya
or truth is the first yama as given by
sage Patanjali, others include non-

collection, non-stealing, non-violence
and celibacy. These are elementary
purifications essential for opening the
energy channels (or nadis) to access
the realm of energy. One who does not
practice these cannot give you the
experience of spirituality even if he
wants to, because one can only offer
what he has and it is not possible to
have that experience till the time you
are tied in maya. Our ancients knew
this and have clearly laid it down in
the texts that in the age of kalyug
(which is now), spiritual gurus will
become corrupt and sell the vedas for
personal gains, rendering the ancient
sciences ineffective. It is the order of
the yug…because in present times,
there is hardly anyone who wants yog
or spiritual growth. Everyone wants a
solution to their physical problems
and it is for this reason that they go to
a spiritual guru. It works on the law of
demand and supply, you create a
demand and so there is a supply in all
shapes, sizes and accents. 

When I tell people that they have
to choose between the physical (the
unreal) and spiritual (real), they say
that they can walk on both the paths
simultaneously. I have been a student
of yog for nearly two decades now, I

Gurus & crime

YOGI ASHWINI

few days back a certain spiritual guru was caught
up in a sex-scandal, a little before that some other
was accused of deceiving people by offering
impractical solutions, yet another was seen fleeing
away in the guise of a woman from a political rally,
the same gentleman was found in a hospital getting
treated for dengue after having sold treatments to
all kinds of diseases to the world.

YOGI SPEAKS
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am yet to see how that happens. One
is the path to unreality (darkness),
another to reality (light). There can be
no light where there is darkness, there
can be no darkness where there is
light. You have to choose – darkness
or light and yog is the journey from
darkness to light. So search for a yog
guru, when you want that light...

To come out of darkness into light,
first of all you have to accept that you
are in darkness, if you think that you
are already in light then what are you
searhing for, then you should be
spreading this light....Ego of you
being in light has to be got ridden off,
its only when your guru would
dissolve this ego that you will realise
that you are in darkness...darkness of
your ego.

Few days back a certain spiritual
guru was caught up in a sex-scandal,
a little before that some other was
accused of deceiving people by
offering impractical solutions, yet
another was seen fleeing away in the
guise of a woman from a political
rally, the same gentleman was found
in a hospital getting treated for dengue
after having sold treatments to all
kinds of diseases to the world.
Another person having failed in his
business grew a beard and started
teaching spirituality (now he is
flourishing). There is a spiritual
organisation that has roped in an
MBA to give lectures on television,
the lady earned them a lot of
following but on the subject of
spirituality she calls atma as at-ma and
shanti as shanty...(Dhwani is the basis
of spiritual sciences. Every sound is a
vibration and corresponds to a specific
energy. If you change the frequency of
that vibration, then the energy
changes, as does its effect.) If
someone takes upon the role of a
spiritual guide and adulterates the
science with an accent, what energy
would he/she exude, what energy

would he channelize?
There are thousands across the

globe who will stand up and say that
they were fooled by a spiritual guru.
Why is all this happening? Why are
the spiritual gurus corrupt? If you look
at the biographies of the spiritual
heads who appear on television these
days, you will find that most are those
who failed in their physical life and so
took upon the saffron robe for name,
fame, money or all of them. These are
not corrupt people, they are just clever
businessmen into the ‘business of
spirituality’ - we all know that
businesses are run on lies…

Unfortunately, the ‘science of
spirituality’ is a polar opposite. You
cannot even enter (leave alone
progress or pass on the science)

spirituality till the time you lie. Satya
or truth is the first yama as given by
sage Patanjali, others include non-
collection, non-stealing, non- violence
and celibacy. These are elementary
purifications essential for opening the
energy channels (or nadis) to access
the realm of energy. One who does not
practice these cannot give you the
experience of spirituality even if he
wants to, because one can only offer
what he has and it is not possible to
have that experience till the time you
are tied in maya.  

When I tell people that they have
to choose between the physical (the
unreal) and spiritual (real), they say
that they can walk on both the paths
simultaneously. I have been a student
of yog for nearly two decades now, I
am yet to see how that happens. One
is the path to unreality (darkness),
another to reality (light). There can be
no light where there is darkness, there
can be no darkness where there is
light. You have to choose – darkness
or light and yog is the journey from
darkness to light. So search for a yog
guru, when you want that light...

Courtesy : Dhyan Foundation

Dhwani is the basis of
spiritual sciences. Every
sound is a vibration and
corresponds to a specific
energy. If you change the
frequency of that vibration,
then the energy changes,

as does its effect
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Sad, but true, a senior Colombian
farmer had to pay dear for his

overexcited sexual behavior as he
had to chop of his penis. The
sexagenarian had no way left other
than sacrificing his instrument of
pleasure after he overdosed on
Viagra to please his new girlfriend.

Gentil Ramirez Polania, 66,
thought it would please his new
girlfriend to the most if he could have
a longer erection and consumed an
overdose of sex enhance drug Viagra,
subsequently suffering an erection
for several days. According to reports
in western media Polania had visited
a nearby hospital complaining about
the pain.

Doctors found the farmer's penis
to be inflamed, fractured and
showing signs of gangrene. In an
effort to stop the gangrene from
spreading to the rest of the man's
body, doctors said they had no option

but to remove the man's penis, said
reports. “The patient showed
bruising on the testicles and penis,
was treated and is recovering well,”
Dr Antonio Correa said.

Medical professionals from the
hospital, where the man was treated,
have now warned locals to not use
such drugs without prescription if
they wish to avoid incidents like this.

beware! you may have to lose your instrument of
pleasure if you resort to indiscriminate use of Viagra in
an attempt to boast in front of your partner

Vagaries of Viagra
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All soon to be brides of Hyderabad have reasons
to rejoice as there is something really different
to try when it comes to jewellery. It is time to

indulge in jewellery inspired by Indian motifs and the
Mughal era this wedding season!

Jewellery designer Pallavi Dudeja Foley has created
a collection inspired by Indian motifs, the Mughal era and
contemporary India. According to Pallavi, the range is of
the finest qualities and workmanship that allows one to
experience the joy of beautiful heirloom. “The
mesmerizing and ‘must have' collection will make every
woman feel beautiful," she said.

The collection has been divided into several themes -
Mughal rani chandelier collection and Mughal rani haar

(necklace). The chandelier collection consists of necklace
and earrings that are intricately textured giving an
effortlessly stylish look, while the 'haar' collection is
made up of pearls and textured leaves. One can also
witness the richness of the country through flavours of
India theme, which suits current trend where ethnic
Indian Jewellery is used for adornment.

And for those who are so attached to the tradition of
the soil, there are also designs inspired by temples in
southern India. The collection subsumes Jodha necklace
set, Ambi ring and Kundan borla (Rajasthani maang tika).
It can be worn at festivals or weddings. Also in offering
are traditional bangles inspired by Bengal and
Maharashtra. The collection includes red and white 'hathi
mukh' bangle along with 'wati mangalsutra' and 'sunahari'
bangles.

The price of the collection starts at `599.

They make
every bride

cutest!

A new creation by jewellery
designer Pallavi Dudeja Foley is
fast catching attention of soon-

to-be-brides with its elegant
style and arresting designs
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